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Stephen Kingâ€™s â€œgem of a storyâ€• (Chicago Tribune) about a child with extraordinary psychic

powers who is on the run from the government. A #1 national bestseller.Andy McGee and Vicky

Tomlinson participated in a drug experiment run by a veiled government agency known as The

Shop. One year later, they marry. Two years later, their little girl, Charlie, sets her teddy bear on fire

by simply staring at it. Now that Charlie is eight, she doesnâ€™t start fires anymore. Her parents

have taught her to control her pyrokinesis, the ability to set anythingâ€”toys, clothes, even

peopleâ€”aflame. But The Shop knows about and wants this pigtailed â€œultimate weapon.â€• Shop

agents set out to hunt down Charlie and her father in a ruthless chase that traverses the streets of

New York and the backwoods of Vermont. â€œTerrifying and grippingâ€• (The Miami Herald)

Firestarter is chilling proof that â€œStephen King is superbâ€• (Time).
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Firestarter(1980). A Novel By Horror Author Stephen King.With Stephen King's first novel, 'Carrie',

he carefully explored the phenomenon of supernatural and psychic abilities that are inside of us all,



just waiting to be tapped. With 'Firestarter', King attempts yet again to write a novel all about psychic

abilities, or, in this case, pyrokenesis. While the novel revolves around pyrokenesis, it also

describes the secrecy and greed of the government, and how they manipulate their citizens to

satisfy their own needs. After the release of 'Cujo' and 'The Stand', two of King's most acclaimed

novels, people could only wait for 'Firestarter', which became a huge hit like its predecessors. So,

was I impressed with 'Firestarter', or just dissapointed? Read on to find out!Plot-Charlie McGee, an

innocent little 7 year old, has a terrible secret. In the flick of an eye, she can start fires, and she is

oftentimes unable to stop them. Because of Charlie's inhuman abilities, The Shop(an elite branch of

the CIA), constantly pursues Charlie and her father Andy to be able to study Charlie for militairy use.

As Charlie and Andy travel all over the eastern coast, from New York to Maine, The Shop is always

one step behind, giving meaning to the phrase, "you can run, but you can't hide." Although they may

be at a disadvantage, Charlie and Andy are constantly trying to find a way to tell the world their sad

story, and end the persecution of themselves. Can they do it? You'll have to find

out...Writing/Opinions/Etc.-While I've been reading Dean Koontz lately, I've never picked up and

read 'Firestarter', supposedly one of Stephen King's strongest novels. I decided to read it, and I'm

glad I did.
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